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 Eligere vestra umbilicus prudenter. Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 15:59:25 e14402

 No.347278[Last 50 Posts]

Choose Your Focus Wisely.

Magisterium omnium apud umbilicus intorsus at venit centrum quod est

totus universus totalitas effictus ex nihilo manifestavit enixus ubique omnis

quando centralis imperium verterunt intorsum penes cuncta intrinsecus ad

caput penetralis Magistri.

Mastery of all, with focus inwards, in depth, at the center, which is the whole

entire total wholeness, fashioned, moulded out of nothing, manifested, born

everywhere, every when, central control turned inwards, with everything in

the power of all, inside, to the head innermost Master.

Magisterium (Mastery)

omnium (of all)

apud (with)

umbilicus (focus)

intorsus (inwards, in depth)
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at venit (at the)

centrum (center)

quod est (which is)

totus (the whole)

universus (whole, entire, total)

totalitas (wholeness)

effictus (fashioned, moulded out)

ex nihilo (out of nothing)

manifestavit (manifested)

enixus (born)

ubique (everywhere)

omnis (every)

quando (when)

centralis (central)

imperium (control)

verterunt (turned)

intorsum (inwards)

penes (with, in the power of)

cuncta (everything, all)

intrinsecus (inside)

ad caput (to the head)

penetralis (innermost)

Magistri Petri (Master)

TL:DR;Nimis dum non legere (Too Long Didn't Read) or (Too Long While YOU

Read)…

Eligere vestra umbilicus prudenter.



Choose Your Focus Wisely.

-

So often we forget how important is our choice of what to focus on here and now

— where we are placing our energies, directed in what ways, at whom, to what

ends, and with what consequences to the masterpiece at large — the whole

enterprise, as it were — and our individual place in it.

Forgetting is easy when one keeps a remembering-device in the hand.

And Oh, the things it can do!

Let us conjecture for a moment that, not only does everything we do affect

everything "else"; but we are, without much complaint, Helping TRAIN

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE to Read Our Energy Flows. (for lack of a better

term.) And we ask AI to MAKE SENSE of the data we constantly feed to it, with

everything we do. We have largely digitized our lives, and we've begun to Give Up

Control of Our Memories and Sense-Making Apparatus to Artificial Intelligence.

Doublethink the Information Big Brother Allows, or Unpersoned Ye Shall Be…

Some EXAMPLES Will Follow of How We Are TRAINING AI, and How AI

Judges the Content of Our Posts, and How Artificial Intelligence REPRESENTS 

That Judgment of Our Posts in Artistic Ways…

ENJOY!

A Few Relevant Links:

https://huggingface.co/spaces/dalle-mini/dalle-mini

https://www.craiyon.com/

https://wandb.ai/dalle-mini/dalle-mini/reports/DALL-E-mini-Generate-images-

from-any-text-prompt--VmlldzoyMDE4NDAy

____________________________ 

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 16:03:13 e14402  No.347280 
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>>347278

> Some EXAMPLES…

Killcen:>>18404 >>>/freedomzine/18404

https://8kun.top/freedomzine/res/17473.html#18404

> ▲ MY COMMENT: Better be prepared, I think the communist Jew cabal is

bringing the US into a world war where we are being set up to fail!

Remember China is their model for future population control after all!

America better pray they don't get their way.

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 16:21:18 e14402  No.347289 

File: fa01e5dbcb24c53⋯.mp4 (3.16 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, videoslideshow_v11.mp4)

>>347278

>>347280

> Some EXAMPLES

Moarfaeces, the Sallified Marshmallow Antichrist>>346884 >>>/pnd/346884

https://8kun.top/pnd/res/316153.html#346884

> >>Antichrist
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> >Russia

> (THE DEVIL LEANS IN AND SPEAKS WITH AGGRESSIVE AND ABSOLUTE

VOICE)

> GAZE UPON 'HIM' AND KNOW THAT I, THE DEVIL, 'KILLED HER…'

> THE 'MURDERER' NO LONGER EXIST(S) AND WAS 'NEVER BORN…'

> THE 'WEAPON' NO LONGER EXIST(S) AND WAS 'NEVER MANUFACTURED…'

> "dat causal erasure is a real bitch aint it nigguh" DUH

> ILLUMINATED

> "the plane? all I gots to do nigguh is go back and 'damage' it a little bit"

WINK

> EXPLOSION

> "did 9/11 really happen? I know 2003 did…" SCRATCH

> ILLUMINATED

> I AM PREPARED TO DESTROY 'EUROPE'

> I INTEND TO DESTROY 'EUROPE'

> THE 'GERMAN' CONNECTION TO THE 'NARCO-STATE' OF KOSOVO SHALL

BE ANNIHILATED

> THE 'AGGRESOR PRIME' SHALL BE 'NEUTRALIZED' VIA 'REVELATION

IMPRESSION'

> THIS IS THE END

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 16:30:08 e14402  No.347293 

File: d6e065dbc61f96e⋯.mp4 (15.7 MB, 1920x1080, 16:9, videoslideshow_v7.mp4)
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>>347278

>>347280

>>347289

> Moar EXAMPLES

"Johnny Neptune":>>>/pnd/309448

https://8kun.top/pnd/res/309408.html#309448

> here's the problem :

> YOU

> YOU'RE your biggest problem.

> that's why women don't like you…

> because YOU

> this isn't what you thought it was….

> if you came here thinking you'd find a new /pol/ you're NOT who we want

here in the first place

> however:

> I've heard Facebook has an opening

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 
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>>347293

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 16:32:39 e14402  No.347296 

File: 499994e799b9331⋯.mp4 (15.72 MB, 1920x1080, 16:9, 

videoslideshow_v6.mp4)

>>347293

>>347294

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 16:32:40 f84a75  No.347297 

How coincidental..

Because I was already going to tell you toSHUT THE FUCK UP, BUMeven before

you wasted time creating this thread

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 
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File: d6a9a4d2f25b16f⋯.jpg (131.15 KB, 794x720, 397:360, 

Picsart_22_08_02_09_52_47_….jpg)

>>347293

lol @ "WE"……..

Go back to your board….

FREEDOM THIS , FREEDOM THAT….

I've got this one under control

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 
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>>347278

>>347280

>>347289
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>>347294

>>347296

> Moar EXAMPLES

"Johnny Neptune":

>>347177 >>>/pnd/347177

https://8kun.top/pnd/res/347170.html#347177

> I've got NOTHING to hide

> and EVERYTHING to show

>>347297

>>347299

As "WE" Can PLAINLY See.

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 16:39:52 f84a75  No.347301 

By the way…..I LOVE IT !!!!

I really do! Not only am I flattered, but I think it's an excellent fitting tribute to

The King of Rockin' Trolls !!….

Thankyou…..

Now, run back to your little freedom board and convince yourself that we all

believe you haven't watched the testimony of the people you helped put into the

White House

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 
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File: 591a771b1f328ed⋯.mp4 (1.28

MB, 854x480, 427:240, 

Kyle_Rittenhouse_cries_on_….mp4)

File: 28de193edd9ed00⋯.mp4 (2.09

MB, 720x720, 1:1, 

km_20220721_1_720p.mp4)

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 
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>>347278

>>347280

>>347289

>>347293

>>347294

>>347296

>>347300

> Moar EXAMPLES

"Johnny Neptune":

>>347178 >>>/pnd/347178

https://8kun.top/pnd/res/347170.html#347178

> Being arrested was ONE OF THE BEST THINGS THAT EVER HAPPENED TO

ME !!!

> my life got MUCH better because of it

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 16:42:16 f84a75  No.347304 

>inb4 "William barr, Ivanka trump, Jared kushner, general Mark milley, and every

other Trump administration cabinet member are actually double agent radical

left-wing glow worms

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 
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Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 16:44:37 f84a75  No.347305 

>>347303

EGG ZACK LEE !!!

IT TRULY WAS ONE OF THE BEST THINGS THAT'S EVER HAPPENED IN MY LIFE !!!

I got to be friends with a couple judges, actually come to think of it, THREE judges

(I forgot about the white haired judge who shares a passion for small breasted

blondes)

I was commissioned to paint two portraits by one of the judges

It ended up being an opportunity for me to network with the upper crust of

society in that little city, and actually be accepted by them, the same way you

fantasize about being accepted by Tucker Carlson

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 16:46:08 e14402  No.347306 
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>>347303

> Moar EXAMPLES

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 16:47:28 e14402  No.347307 

File: 464fa9cb17c42dd⋯.mp4 (9.85 MB, 1920x1080, 16:9, videoslideshow_v3.mp4)

>>347306

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 16:50:35 f84a75  No.347308 

File: e960f4c376f1bbd⋯.png (90.13 KB, 539x539, 1:1, 

AWwww_WAS_IT_SOMETHING_I_S….png)

>>347306

Somebody's butt hurt.. good!!
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Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 16:52:42 f84a75  No.347309 

>>347306

I was just in another thread sharing a 100% true story with my new friend

(scrotum)

I was telling him about the time I pawned my best friend's extremely expensive

outboard KORG synthesizer and sampler, and bought drugs with the money,

because I was so psychologically addicted to high quality California

methamphetamine back in the day….

IS THERE ANYTHING YOU WOULD LIKE TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE STORY?

Like maybe something about sharing syringes?

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 16:53:48 f84a75  No.347310 

File: aca7fc74b632589⋯.mp4 (1.41 MB, 960x720, 4:3, urine_idiot_.mp4)

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 16:54:49 e14402  No.347311 

File: 74a49c47839f31a⋯.mp4 (8.29 MB, 1920x1080, 16:9, videoslideshow_v1.mp4)
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>>347278

>>347280

>>347289

>>347293

>>347294

>>347296

>>347300

>>347303

>>347306

>>347307

> Just Another EXAMPLE…

`'Just-Kiss-It'`:

>>314591 >>>/pnd/314591

https://8kun.top/pnd/res/280570.html#314591

> Yeah, they're not only Transhumanists and Trans Everything "Else"ists,

they're also Centalized Controlists, Elitists, and most of all, "MATERIALISTS".

> They do not understand the Fundamental Nature of Consciousness, and

how The Material World is Made Manifest by Consciousness, NOT the "Other"

Way 'Round!

> Biochemical Processes in the brain are NOT creating Consciousness, like

they imagine. Instead CONSCIOUSNESS is "Creating" Biochemical Processes,

the Brain, the Body, the "Outside" World, and Indeed, the Infinite Cosmos!

> They're heading down the wrong track, and they'd like to take ALL of

what's left of "Humanity" with them. They're busy Changing the Public

https://media.128ducks.com/file_store/74a49c47839f31ad6fba48a68a43dd4790a85d4c4d90b95646426fc1a7fb5105.mp4
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https://8kun.top/pnd/res/280570.html#314591
https://8kun.top/pnd/res/280570.html#314591


Consciousness, Everybody's "Bodies", and thereby, THEY ARE CHANGING

REALITY.

> The question is: What Are You Doing?

OP's Slideshow, also inspired by the words of `'Just-Kiss-It'`, again demonstrates

the differences in how our focus, and our words, affect reality all 'round; and

most especially, in the "training" of "Intelligence" — be it Artificial, or otherwise…

Happy Intelligence Training!

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 16:58:27 f84a75  No.347312 

File: 3e7bdaa45ebf0a6⋯.png (69.52 KB, 342x342, 1:1, Cult_Carlson_8_2_2022.png)

Aum Devkinandanaye Vidmahe Vasudevaye Dhi-Mahi Tanno Krishna

Prachodayat

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 16:59:36 f84a75  No.347313 

>>347311

The Fundamental Nature of Consciousness = BEING TOO AFRAID TO ADMIT HOW

EASILY MANIPULATED AND GULLIBLE YOU TRULY ARE

Correct me as soon as I get something wrong, coward

https://media.128ducks.com/file_store/3e7bdaa45ebf0a6f6f6470071ae3de7ae0feb3e901984bd7917a3c06d095b196.png
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Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 16:59:59 f84a75  No.347314 

BY THE WAY, I'VE GOT A BIG ANNOUNCEMENT COMING THIS AFTERNOON !!!

Okay.. okay.. I'll just tell you now

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 17:01:14 f84a75  No.347315 

I have extended the original 365 days to an updated547 DAYS™

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 17:01:42 e14402  No.347316 

File: 38a762113fce9f7⋯.mp4 (7.49 MB, 1920x1080, 16:9, videoslideshow_v12.mp4)

>>347278

>>347280

>>347289

>>347293

>>347294

>>347296

>>347300

>>347303
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>>347306

>>347307

>>347311

And last, but not least…

Ashley Shneider

>>>/pnd/317286

https://8kun.top/pnd/res/317286.html

> Dahmer is being released from prison soon.

> He's making funk music with Cousin Trent Reznor and Cousin Steven

Smith.

> Trent Reznor and/or Elliott Smith (Steven Paul Smith) killed him at times in

the past? And sent him away when they and Darcey were the guilty ones?

Blamed him for their crimes?

> Ryan, Q from impractical jokers almost marry you?

> Ryan, you abuse Evangeline often?

> Break into Trent Reznor's apartment at Housing Authorities often?

Yes, it matters what you focus your energies on!

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 17:07:33 e14402  No.347317 

File: a2dc8116aa96b5f⋯.png (1.46 MB, 760x974, 380:487, 

craiyon_075944_div_class_b….png)

https://8kun.top/pnd/res/317286.html#317286
https://8kun.top/pnd/res/317286.html
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=and with that, I'm outtah here, right on time!==

This place will be set on IGNORE for awhile here.

Some are more capable of finding the MUTE Button than "Others"…..

Aww Fuck… Here's one moar Ashley Schneider from the same thread…

She'll like this one. Killcen, not so much…

>>>/pnd/347061

> How many of you are Satanists?

> Other religions?

> Godism?

>>>/pnd/347062

> I'm a Godist.

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 17:11:52 47f1af  No.347318 

>>347311

You've actually reached the point whereYOUthink your word circles sound

"wise"…..

lol

I can assure you that you are the only one
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Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 17:14:23 47f1af  No.347319 

File: 56653df1fbaaa88⋯.jpg 

(339.44 KB, 1200x1600, 3:4, 

Picsart_22_07_14_02_57_47_….jpg)

File: 7e15bbd962760b4⋯.jpg 

(240.35 KB, 1200x1600, 3:4, 

Picsart_22_07_14_00_04_54_….jpg)

File: d664cbbe7afe04c⋯.jpg 

(261.25 KB, 1200x1600, 3:4, 

Picsart_22_07_13_06_38_00_….jpg)
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File: 1051a83967de5bc⋯.jpg 

(221.38 KB, 1200x1600, 3:4, 

Picsart_22_07_13_06_45_35_….jpg)

>>347316

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 17:15:42 47f1af  No.347320 

You were correct when you said, "IF YOU STUMBLED IN HERE THINKING THIS

WAS A SAFE PLACE TO LICK YOUR WOUNDS, AND PRETEND AS IF YOU ARE

SUPERIOR TO OTHER PEOPLE, WE DON'T WANT YOU IN HERE"

So take your broken stolen election ass back to where it belongs

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 
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Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 17:16:14 47f1af  No.347321 

After all, you put so much effort into creating A FREEDOM BOARD

And if any concept will make people bored, it's freedom

And you're foolish belief that you ever had any in the first place

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 17:17:00 47f1af  No.347322 

It appears FREEDOM FREEDOM FREEDOM bores people to tears….

Hence, you not even being interested in your own board

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 17:17:16 47f1af  No.347323 

File: 8bf5a4e81ca8b4d⋯.jpg (101.46 KB, 794x720, 397:360, 

Picsart_22_08_02_10_04_43_….jpg)

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 17:18:20 47f1af  No.347324 

The King of Kaleidoscopic Alliteration ™
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Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 17:30:21 47f1af  No.347325 

File: 4c91b63ab81e599⋯.jpg (222.51 KB, 720x878, 360:439, 

Picsart_22_08_02_13_29_32_….jpg)

What's the Latin translation of "FUCK YOURSELF, PATRIOT" ??

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 17:53:27 2b7d34  No.347326 

>>347319

someday i hope to have the mad skillz like you have.

i've only used ms paint.

i'm not very good at it.

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 18:06:22 47f1af  No.347327 

>>347326

If you're on a computer, I would recommend a bootleg copy of photoshop, but that

would embed malware onto your computer, so I'm not going to advise it…

https://media.128ducks.com/file_store/4c91b63ab81e599102eb780c20e0c83305cde6b35502e0f18dc9910d66858ecb.jpg
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Adobe flooded the internet with corrupted copies of Photoshop

They would love for you to install them

Not advisable…

And I don't really have mad skills, I'm actually just a goofy old man with a hobby

My hobby is seeing how fast I can throw together graphics, and I use a fabricated

online persona of an abusive confrontational asshole.. that's my excuse for

posting graphics

But it's really all about the graphics as far as I'm concerned

The abusive opinionated old asshole is just a character I developed back before

Myspace

I'm actually a very nice guy in real life, overly polite, and overly considerate for

everybody's feelings

If you have android, I would highly recommend an app called PicsArt

There are certain giraffes who might tell you PicsArt is not the way to go, but after

those giraffes have played with the other applications, I assure you they will

return back to picsart once again

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 18:07:09 47f1af  No.347328 

>>347326

MSPAINT = you don't build a car with a pair of tweezers

And you don't create art with Ms paint

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 18:12:40 47f1af  No.347329 

You may have noticed I'm currently in the middle of a 365 day punishment

session, paying somebody back for making vague ambiguous veiled threats of

violence against me, claiming the election was stolen, accusing me of being a

Democrat left wing liberal, and a failed attempt at intimidating me with mention



of an imaginary hypothetical civil war that white trash Trump supporters were

threatening against people like me…

Today I decided to extend the 365 days to547 DAYS !!!

And it's safe to assume I will be making another announcement declaring another

extension in my campaign of punishment in the very near future!!!

But it's nothing personal because I'm punishing somebody that I love very much

So don't misinterpret my cruelty as being cruel

I'm simply pushing him into losing self-control again, because I want him to jump

on his shitty ass motorcycle and drive his toothpick ass down to Atlanta and beat

my ass

That way I can come kiss him on the forehead in the emergency room when I get

done with him

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 18:20:08 47f1af  No.347330 

>>347278

Okay…. What the fuck, right?….

Let's just go ahead and get it over with right now…

TWO YEARS™

UNLESS YOU ADMIT YOU REALIZE YOU HAD NO REAL EVIDENCE IN YOUR

LIVING ROOM, AND YOU HAVE BEEN PROVEN WRONG ABOUT A STOLEN

ELECTION, I'M GOING TO STRETCH IT OUT FOR 2 YEARS

(And of course you realize it's actually going to be 3 years)

Every.. single.. day.. for the next 3 years

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 18:20:33 47f1af  No.347331 

>>347330



Why not, right?.. that's entertainment

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 18:26:07 47f1af  No.347332 

>>347307

I'd be lucky if I looked that good in my fucking mug shot

I looked way more shot out than any of those horrible worthless allegedly

"intelligent" garbage illustrations

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 18:29:54 47f1af  No.347333 

By the way, I would highly recommend a ballpoint pen and a sheet of notebook

paper

Don't even think

Totally disconnect your conscious mind from your hand

Don't even look at the paper

Just allow your wrist to loosen up and feel the fluidity of the ocean undulating in

your hand

Whatever the ballpoint pen leaves on the paper, don't even look at it…

Look the other way as you crumple the paper up and throw it in the garbage can…

Now do that same process again

Again, after drawing a picture you've never seen, look the other way as you

crumple it up and throw it in the garbage can…

On the EIGHTH drawing,look at it (when it's finished, not before it's finished)

After the 8th 'connecting to your universal fluidity' dojo session, THEN begin

looking at the paper while you repeat the process eight more times

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 



Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 18:31:47 47f1af  No.347334 

On your 16th attack…..

DRAW AN EYE….

It doesn't have to be perfect, but it will be the best eye you have ever drawn in

your life

DO NOTTHINK

Remember the fluidity of the universe is available in your wrist and hand, and

your mind is no longer attached

Completely disconnect from what's happening on the paper

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 18:42:38 47f1af  No.347335 

It doesn't matter if it's good or bad because this is about learning to let go,

disconnecting your mind from your hand, and allowing the universe to do the

artwork for you

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 18:43:45 47f1af  No.347336 

The artwork will create itself

You are the car, the vehicle the universe will drive in when it creates the art

And your hand is the where the rubber meets the road

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 18:46:41 47f1af  No.347337 

File: 5667ce9b2ab53aa⋯.webm (1.74 MB, 480x360, 4:3, ZZ_Top_Comix_00.webm)

https://media.128ducks.com/file_store/5667ce9b2ab53aaaff1bf77bad097425c04299f6f7584ca663667730f486ab3e.webm


Just don't think while you're doing it

Think about something else and just let your hand get used to flowing where the

universe wants it to flow

When the universe wants a curve, allow your hand to take direction from the

universe

When the universe wants angles, learn to let go and your hand will take direction

from the instructor, The ether of the cosmos

When the universe wants shadows, your hand will know what to do

Repeat this process all the time like you have OCD…

It doesn't matter how many sketch pads you burn through and throw away

afterwards

Eventually, you will become so familiar with letting the universe draw the art for

you, that you can actually think about it while it's happening

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 18:47:43 47f1af  No.347338 

If you were seeking advice on sequencing digital music……….

The best advice you could ever get is to pick up a guitar or sit down at a piano

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 18:49:00 47f1af  No.347340 

https://media.128ducks.com/file_store/5667ce9b2ab53aaaff1bf77bad097425c04299f6f7584ca663667730f486ab3e.webm
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And if somebody made weird vague threats of violence against you, convinced

you were part of an evil conspiracy, in which you had somehow helped steal an

election that was never stolen, and you wanted advice on how to handle it…..

KEEP PUTTING MENTAL IMAGES OF YOU RAPING THEIR DAUGHTERS IN THE

ASSHOLE INTO THEIR MIND

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 18:50:02 47f1af  No.347341 

Trust me.. most people think "insulting somebody's mother" is what gets under

people's skin…

It turns out repeatedly mentioning the sexual assault of their children bothers

them much worse

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 18:51:29 47f1af  No.347342 

Especially when they know their two teenage daughters WOULDLOVETO GET

HIGH AND GET RAPED by a "radical left-wing democratic deep state blood

drinking comet Pizza dude

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 18:53:46 47f1af  No.347343 

….. Especially when they know from real life experiencehow EVERY woman

fantasizes about being raped, about being forced into sex and having no control

over it….

once a man realizes the secret to making a woman orgasm is blurring the lines

between fantasy and rape…..

He can't get the image out of his mind

The image of both daughters rolling their eyes in the back of their head, having

the most exhilarating orgasm on earth, as my big thick dick blows another load all

the way up to their anal cervix



(and YES, it turns out the anal cervix is just a turd)

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 18:54:37 47f1af  No.347344 

Especially when that father knows exactly what I look like, so he can literally

visualize me winking at the camera as my friends shoot video of us taking turns

on his daughters, after I get them high as fuck on methamphetamine and

alprazolam

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 18:55:17 47f1af  No.347345 

Especially when that man realizes that addiction is a genetic trait in his family,

and after the first orgasm and anal raping, his daughters would say "can I please

do another line of meth?"

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 18:57:35 47f1af  No.347346 

You know how we radical left-wing mob mentality Democrat liberal Hunter Biden

types are..

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 19:18:55 47f1af  No.347347 

And if you wanted to learn how to play guitar, the best advice you could get would

beBEGIN WITH AN ACOUSTIC GUITAR

Because it's harder.. and you want to learn the hard way so when you get on an

electric guitar, you'll be that much better already

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 



Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 19:20:48 47f1af  No.347348 

So if you're interested in digital graphics, I highly recommend you begin with pen

and paper

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/02/22 (Tue) 19:31:24 47f1af  No.347349 

And if you're interested in brutally sexually assaulting Jerry's daughter's

buttholes..

I would strongly recommend starting off with Ashley Schneider

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  08/03/22 (Wed) 09:06:26 d60889  No.347381 

WORTH IT !!

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 
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